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Abstra t
We are improving equality reasoning in automati theorem-provers, and ongruen e lasses provide
an eÆ ient storage me hanism for terms, as well as the ongruen e losure de ision pro edure. We
des ribe the te hni al steps involved in integrating logi variables with ongruen e lasses, and present
an algorithm that an be proved to nd all mat hes between lasses (modulo ertain equalities). An
appli ation of this algorithm makes possible a per olation algorithm for undire ted rewriting in
minimal spa e; this is des ribed and an implementation in hol98 is examined in some detail. 1
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1 Introdu tion
There has been a long-standing diÆ ulty in theorem-proving of blending together
dedu tion steps (su h as Modus-Ponens or spe ialization) with equality steps (Leibniz'
rule of substituting equals for equals). On the equality side, there are useful rewriters
in most intera tive theorem-provers: these are able to all de ision pro edures and
perform `simplifying' dedu tive steps. On the dedu tion side, there are powerful
resolution theorem-provers su h as Gandalf [14℄: these in lude spe ial dedu tive rules
for handling equality but still this is where they are weak in pra ti e.
We are interested in ombining these two worlds, and in this paper we present a
method to improve the handling of equality in dedu tive provers, using ongruen e
lasses. To motivate this work, onsider the following example from group theory
that a dedu tive prover would nd diÆ ult to handle:

f8 x y z: [(x  y)  z = x  (y  z )℄ ^ [e  x = x℄ ^ [i(x)  x = e℄g
) f8 x: x  i(x) = eg
Here the ante edent is enough to axiomatize the group operation (), identity (e) and

inverse (i), and the onsequent is the right inverse group law. Here is a proof in the
form of a hain of equalities [3℄:
e =
=
=
=
=

i(x  i(x))  (x  i(x))
i(x  i(x))  (x  (e  i(x)))
i(x  i(x))  (x  ((i(x)  x)  i(x)))
i(x  i(x))  ((x  (i(x)  x))  i(x))
i(x  i(x))  (((x  i(x))  x)  i(x))
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i(x  i(x))  ((x  i(x))  (x  i(x)))
(i(x  i(x))  (x  i(x)))  (x  i(x))
e  (x  i(x))
x  i(x)

The problem is that the hain is long, and to nd the proof a dedu tive prover would
have to generate a very large number of terms using the given equalities. Note that
this example would also pose a problem for a basi rewriter be ause the rewrite set
requires ompletion to solve the problem.
Using ongruen e lasses to store a set of terms maximizes subterm sharing and
performs the ongruen e losure de ision pro edure, thus redu ing the memory and
time requirements of the dedu tive prover. There is however an in ompatibility that
needs addressing: dedu tive proving relies on logi variables that an be instantiated
to arbitrary terms during the proof sear h, while ongruen e lasses treat all variables
in the terms as onstants (and hen e ongruen e losure does also).
The ontribution made in this paper is an exploration of some of the rami ations
of using ongruen e lasses to store terms with logi variables, and a demonstration of
how the underlying data stru ture may be exploited to nd all possible term mat hes
modulo ertain equalities. An immediate appli ation of this is a per olation algorithm that performs undire ted rewriting on ongruen e lasses; we also des ribe this
and hara terize what it an and annot prove. As a se ondary ontribution, the
algorithms presented in this paper have all been implemented in the hol98 theoremprover, and some preliminary results with the per olation algorithm are examined.
The stru ture of the paper is as follows: Se tion 2 de nes a set of ongruen e lasses
with the basi operations, Se tion 3 is on mat hing: we pre isely de ne the problem,
present the mat h- nding algorithm and prove that it always terminates with all
mat hes. We des ribe the per olation algorithm in Se tion 4, and in Se tion 5 we
brie y examine the fun tionality and performan e of the HOL implementation. We
draw some on lusions from the work in Se tion 6, and nally in Se tion 7 relate our
approa h to others. Appendix A ontains the details of the HOL implementation.

1.1 Notation
Terms in HOL are either onstants, variables, fun tion appli ations a pp(t1 ; t2 ) of
terms to terms, or lambda abstra tions l ambda(v; t) of variables from terms.

2 Congruen e Classes
2.1 Introdu tion
A ongruen e lass set is a data stru ture that allows a set of terms to maximize the
sharing of their subterms (and hen e stores them in the minimum possible spa e).
This property provides the basis of the ongruen e losure de ision pro edure [1℄ for
the theory E in whi h the only interpreted fun tion symbols are = and 6=.
We de ne a ongruen e lass to be a set of terms and a representative, so we an
write a set of lasses like this:

2.
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f

r ep1
r ep2

f
f

e lt(1;1) ,
e lt(2;1) ,

e lt(1;2) ,
e lt(2;2) ,

...,
...,

g,
g,

e lt(1;m1 )
e lt(2;m2 )

...
r epn f e lt(n;1) , e lt(n;2) , . . . , e lt(n;mn ) g g
This lass set C has n lasses; we write Ci for the ith lass, whi h here has mi
elements. The set of elements of a lass an never be empty; the representative is
always an element. We also insist that there is a distinguished true lass ontaining
> and a false lass ontaining ?. One more pie e of notation: given an element e lt
in lass C with representative r ep, we will sometimes write lass(e lt) for C and [e lt℄
for r ep.

2.2 Normal Form

A term t is in normal form with respe t to a ongruen e lass set C if t is an element
of a lass in C , and all the proper subterms of t are representatives of lasses in C . A
ongruen e lass set is in normal form if all its elements are in normal form.
In pra ti e it is onvenient to keep the lass set C in normal form at all times.
This is not a burden; the empty lass set is already in normal form, and we add an
arbitrary term t to C by the following pro edure:
1. We may assume by re ursion on the term stru ture that the immediate subterms
of t are equal to terms in normal form.
2. Thus sin e the immediate subterms are equal to elements of C we may rewrite
them to be their lass representatives, to get t .
3. If t is an element of C then we are done, otherwise we add the new lass t ft g.
0

0

0

0

This pro edure adds t to the lass set C , and as a side e e t produ es the theorem
t = t0 where t0 is in normal form.
Hen eforth we will assume that ongruen e lass sets are always in normal form,
unless we expli itly state otherwise.

2.3 Congruen e Closure

We de ne a lose operation on a lass set C : whenever two lasses Ci and Cj in C
have an element in ommon, then merge the two lasses using the following algorithm:
1. First hoose r ep to be the smaller2 term of r epi and r epj .3
2. Repla e Ci and Cj in C with a new lass C with representative r ep and whi h
ontains all of the elements of Ci and Cj .
3. Finally we must rewrite all o urren es (in proper subterms) of r epi and r epj
within C to r ep.
So far the e e t of this operation is the same as the standard ongruen e losure
de ision pro edure, but we also need two more features in our lose operation:
2 Smaller here means fewer nodes in the term tree.
3 Unfortunately, this is not quite enough to make our mat hing algorithm omplete. In addition, for every logi
variable in that is not in both i and j , we must instantiate in to an arbitrary value. This will
always be possible, sin e if is in i but not j , say, sin e the lasses ontain a ommon element we must
have that 8
℄ = j and 8
℄.
i [ ℄ = j , so i [
i[ ℄ = i[
X

r ep

r ep

X

x: r ep

x=X

r ep

r ep

r ep

r ep

X

r ep

r ep

a rb=X

r ep

x: r ep

x=X

r ep

a rb=X
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 Look for terms of the form A = B in the true

lass, where A is not the same term
as B , and merge the lasses with representatives A and B .
 Look for terms of the form A = A in all lasses ex ept the true lass, and merge
all the lasses where we nd su h terms with the true lass.
We now present a small example of ongruen e losure in a tion:4
1. Start with a minimal set of lasses:
f > f > g,

? f ? g g

2. Add the fa t f (f (f (a))) = a to the true lass:
f >
f >,
a=a
g,
?
f ?
g,
f
f f
g,
a
f a,
f (f (f (a))) g,
f (a)
f f (a)
g,
f (f (a)) f f (f (a))
g g
3. Now when we add the fa t f (f (f (f (f (a))))) = a, we get a neat ollapse:
f > f >, a = a g,
? f ?
g,
f f f
g,
a f a, f (a) g g
This happens be ause from f (f (f (f (f (a))))) = a and f (f (f (a))) we an dedu e
that f (f (a)) = a, and then this and f (f (f (a))) = a together imply that f (a) = a.
There is nothing novel so far; the ongruen e losure de ision pro edure has already
been implemented in HOL by Boulton [5℄ using term graphs, as part of his implementation of the Nelson-Oppen ombination of de ision pro edures [12, 13℄. We preferred
the urrent data stru ture be ause it seemed easier to integrate logi variables and
perform our mat hing algorithm on HOL terms, where we ould use the standard
HOL fun tions for operating on them. However, the underlying losure algorithm
(using Union/Find) is the same in both ases, and both implementations perform a
fully expansive proof.5 .

2.4 Terms with Logi Variables
We assume that our terms ontain logi variables from a set V . To avoid onfusion
between the two types of variable, we will always write logi variables in upper ase
and normal `HOL' variables in lower ase. Thus the term f (X ) ontains a logi
variable but the term f (x) does not.
We store terms in a ongruen e lass set treating logi variables as normal variables.
This has the e e t that t1 and t2 will be in the same ongruen e lass if and only if
for every variable instantiation  we have t1 = t2 .
We are now in a position to de ne equality modulo C for a lass set C , whi h
we write = . If t1 = t2 , then t1 an be transformed to t2 by a sequen e of rewriting
C

C

4 The same example is also in the appendix with more implementational details.
5 A fully expansive proof is one that ompletely redu es to the primitive axioms and rules of inferen es of the logi
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operations whi h always repla e an element of C with another element in the same
lass, treating logi variables as onstants.
To illustrate this entral de nition, if we have a lass in C ontaining both X and
X + 0, then we an ertainly say that X = X + 0 and 7 + ((X + 0) + 0) = 7 + X ,
but not that 5 + 0= 5 or that Y + 0= Y .
We also de ne t 2 Ci to mean t = r epi .
Note that = is an equivalen e relation, and if C is losed then for all t there will
be at most one Ci su h that t 2 Ci .
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

3 Mat hing Algorithm

Suppose we have a ongruen e lass set C that is losed and in normal form. The
pre ise version of the mat hing problem that we would like to solve is: given lasses
Ci and Cj , what variable instantiations  allow Ci to mat h to Cj ? A parti ularly
important example of this problem for dedu tive proving o urs when Ci ontains the
goal term and Cj is the true lass, when the question is equivalent to asking what
instantiations of variables in the goal term make it true. First we de ne these terms,
and then present a solution.

3.1 De nitions

We de ne a variable instantiation  : V ! T to be a fun tion from logi variables
to terms (whi h may themselves ontain logi variables). Given a term t 2 T , we
write t to mean the instantiation of variables in t a ording to  .
For a ongruen e lass set C ontaining lasses Ci and Cj , we say that  allows
Ci to mat h to Cj if

9t

i

tj : ti 2C Ci

We de ne a fun tion  : V
variable instantiations

^ t 2 C ^ t = t
 C ! P (V ! T ) from variable- lass pairs to sets of
j

(X; C ) = f : V

and let  be

(S ) =

C

!T j

\

j

i

j

 (X ) 2C C g

(X; C )

(X;C )2S

So (S ) is the set of all fun tions from V to T that, for every (X; C ) pair in S , map
variable X to a term `provably in C '. We all sets of variable- lass pairs substitutions.

3.2 The Algorithm
The reason that we de ned the fun tion  in the previous subse tion is that for every
pair (Ci ; Cj ) of lasses the algorithm we present nds substitutions S su h that every
variable instantiation in (S ) allows Ci to mat h to Cj . Let m at h(Ci ; Cj ) be the
urrent set of substitutions between (Ci ; Cj ).
We initialize ea h m at h(Ci ; Cj ) as follows:
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1. First set m at h(Ci ; Cj ) = fg.
2. If repi and repj have di erent HOL types, then nish.
3. For every logi variable X with lass(X ) = Ci , add f(X; Cj )g.
4. If i = j then add f(X; lass(X )) j X a logi variable in r epi g.
And now we indu tively build up m at h, terminating when it is no longer possible
to add anything new to any m at h(Ci ; Cj ):

 Given an element in

lass Cj of the form l ambda(v; r epb ) and a substitution S 2
m at h(CB ; Cb ); if there exists an element l ambda(v; r epB ) in some lass Ci then
add S to m at h(Ci ; Cj ).

 Given an element in

lass Cj of the form a pp(r epf ; r epa ), and substitutions S
2 m at h(CA ; Ca ); if both

m at h(CF ; Cf ) and S 0
{

2

S and S 0 are ompatible, (i.e., for every variable X there is at most one element
in S [ S 0 of the form (X; C )).

there exists an element a pp(r epF ; r epA ) in some lass Ci
then add S [ S to m at h(Ci ; Cj ).
{

0

Note that here we are using the fa t that C is in normal form.
We will illustrate the algorithm on an example. Unfortunately, all real-life examples
are too large to represent, so the example will ne essarily have to be rather arti ial.
We invent an `if-and-only-if' operator, f , whi h returns true exa tly when its two
boolean arguments are equal. The example shows what mat hes o ur on the term
f > (f > >).6
1. Here is the result of adding the fa t f X X and the term f
lass set:
f >
f >,
f X X g,
?
f ?
g,
f
f f
g,
X
f X
g,
fX
f fX
g,
f>
f f>
g,
f>>
f f >>
g,
f > (f > >) f f > (f > >)
g g

> (f > >) to a minimal

2. The initial mat hes are easy to al ulate, every lass mat hes itself, and the
boolean logi variable X mat hes all the boolean lasses:
6 In this se tion we use urried notation for fun tion appli ation, be ause our underlying method uses only l ambda

and

a pp

to onstru t terms.
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m at h(>; >)
m at h(?; ?)
m at h(f; f )
m at h(X; X )

m at h(f X; f X )
m at h(f >; f >)

m at h(f

m at h(f > >; f > >)
> (f > >); f > (f > >))
m at h(X; >)
m at h(X; ?)
m at h(X; f > >)
m at h(X; f > (f > >))

All other m at h sets are empty.

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ffgg
ffgg
ffgg
ff(X;
ff(X;
ffgg
ffgg
ffgg
ff(X;
ff(X;
ff(X;
ff(X;

X )gg
X )gg

>)gg
?)gg
f > >)gg
f > (f > >))gg

3. After one indu tive step, we gain the following extra mat h:
m at h(f X; f >) = ff(X; >)gg
This omes from the appli ation indu tive step, using the ompatible substitutions
fg and f(X; >)g, ontained in m at h(f; f ) and m at h(X; >) respe tively.
4. After two indu tive steps, we gain the following extra mat h:
m at h(>; f > >) = ff(X; >)gg
Again from the appli ation indu tive step: this uses the substitution from the previous step, and the ompatible substitution f(X; >)g ontained in m at h(X; >).
Sin e f X X has representative >, this is how the mat h appears. Noti e that
there are no mat hes from > to f > (f > >), be ause the relevant substitutions
are in ompatible.
5. The algorithm now terminates, be ause no more substitutions an be added to
any m at h set. All the mat h sets are returned to the alling appli ation.
We will return to this example in Se tion 4, to show how the per olation algorithm
makes use of the returned mat h sets.
There are two signi ant optimizations that an be made to the theoreti al algorithm. Firstly, we do not add a substitution S that is less general than a mat h S
that we already have (i.e., (S )  (S )), though the algorithm above adds anything
that is di erent. This osts nothing and promotes faster onvergen e.
Se ondly, we divide the indu tive stage into passes, so that on pass n + 1 we
add mat hes that arise from the result of pass n. This allows us to optimize by
onsidering only the mat hes that were new at pass n, instead of every mat h. This
is most signi ant for the appli ation indu tive step, where if there are m new and
M old mat hes at pass n, it only has to onsider 2mM + m2 ombinations instead of
(m + M )2 .
0

0

3.3 Proofs
We will prove three theorems about the algorithm: rstly, it terminates on all inputs;
se ondly, a soundness result that every mat h that it nds is valid; thirdly, a ompleteness result that every possible mat h is found. The purpose of these theorems is
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to show that the theoreti al algorithm is logi ally sound7 and also to provide some
useful information on the s ope of the ideas. They an be used in proving fa ts about
pro edures that make use of the Mat hing Algorithm: we will see in Se tion 4 that
the Per olation Algorithm relies on the termination and ompleteness results.
Theorem 3.1 (Termination)

The mat hing algorithm terminates on all inputs.

Let be the number of lasses in C , and let v be the number of logi variables
in C . Note that the algorithm does not reate any new lasses or logi variables, so
and v are xed.
The number of variable- lass pairs that may arise in the mat hing algorithm is
bounded above by v , and so the number of possible sets of variable- lass pairs, i.e.,
substitutions, is bounded above by 2v .
De ne the termination measure to be the sum of the number of substitutions in all
the m at h sets. Sin e there are 2 m at h sets, this is bounded above by 2 2v .
The algorithm terminates when it annot add any new substitutions to any m at h
set, so the termination measure must in rease on every indu tive step. But it is
bounded above, so the algorithm must terminate.

Proof.

For all substitutions S and S , we have that (S [ S ) = (S ) \ (S ).

Lemma 3.2

0

Proof.

(S [ S 0 ) =

\

0

(X; C )

1 0
\
(X; C )A \ 

0
 \

(X;C )2S [S 0

=

(X;C )2S

= (S ) \ (S )

0

1
(X; C )A

(X;C )2S 0

0

Theorem 3.3 (Soundness) For every substitution S 2 m at h(Ci ; Cj ), for every
variable instantiation  2 (S ), we have that  allows Ci to mat h to Cj .
Proof. We pro eed by stru tural indu tion on m at h, and assume that we have just
added substitution S to m at h(Ci ; Cj ), and that  2 (S ).
Firstly suppose S is one of the initial substitutions; for step 3 it is lear from the
de nitions that X 2 Ci and  (X ) 2 Cj , similarly for step 4 we have that r epi 2 Ci
and  r epi 2 Ci .
Now onsider the lambda indu tive step. By the indu tion hypothesis there must
exist tB 2 CB and tb 2 Cb with tB = tb , so therefore we have that l ambda(v; tB ) 2
Ci , l ambda(v; tb ) 2 Cj and  l ambda(v; tB ) = l ambda(v; tb ).
Finally onsider the appli ation indu tive step. There must exist lasses CF , Cf ,
CA and Ca su h that a pp(r epF ; r epA ) is an element in Ci and a pp(r epf ; r epa ) is
an element in Cj . In addition, there must exist ompatible substitutions Sf 2
m at h(CF ; Cf ) and Sa 2 m at h(CA ; Ca ) su h that S = Sf [ Sa , and so by Lemma 3.2
7 Though in hol98, the design of the theorem-prover for es all inferen es to be expressed as ombinations of primitive
inferen es and these are he ked by the logi al kernel, so in this environment we are prote ted against proving false
theorems.
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
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we know  2 (Sf ) and  2 (Sa ). Now we may apply the indu tion hypothesis to
get tF 2 CF , tf 2 Cf , tA 2 CA , ta 2 Ca with tF = tf and tA = ta . Therefore
we have that a pp(tF ; tA ) 2 Ci , a pp(tf ; ta ) 2 Cj , and  a pp(tF ; tA ) = a pp(tf ; ta ), as
required.
C

C

C

C

C

Lemma 3.4

of Ci .

C

For every lass Ci , all the logi variables in r epi are also in every element

This is true when the lass initializes, and the ase when two lasses merge
is taken are of in the footnote to Subse tion 2.3.

Proof.

Lemma 3.5 For every t
following holds:

2

C

C , there is an element x in C su h that one of the

 t is a logi variable, onstant or normal variable and t = x.
 t = l ambda(v; t ), x = l ambda(v; r ep ) and t 2 C .
 t = a pp(t ; t ), x = a pp(r ep ; r ep ), t 2 C and t 2 C .
b

f

a

b

f

a

b

f

C

f

C

b

a

C

a

Consider a ounter-example t with minimal term depth. t = r ep, so onsider
the rst time we meet an element x in C in the rewriting hain between t and r ep.
If x is a logi variable, onstant or normal variable then we must have that t = x
be ause there an be no previous step in the hain. If x is a lambda or appli ation
term, then it must always have been so, and now we an appeal to the minimality of
t to show that the proper subterms must satisfy the ne essary onditions.

Proof.

C

Theorem 3.6 (Completeness) For

every variable instantiation  that allows Ci to
mat h to Cj , there exists a substitution S 2 m at h(Ci ; Cj ) su h that  2 (S ).
Assume the result is false and pi k a ounterexample  . There must exist
ti 2C Ci and tj 2C Cj with ti = tj , and we may assume that the term depth of ti is
minimal over all ounterexamples. Using Lemma 3.5 we perform a ase split on ti :
Suppose ti is a logi variable X . Then we will have that  2 (f(X; Cj )g), and
sin e the HOL type of ti is the same as the HOL type of ti this substitution was
added to the set in step 3 of the initialization. Contradi tion.
Suppose ti is a onstant or normal variable. Then ti = tj , and sin e C is losed we
have that Ci = Cj . By Lemma 3.4 the representative of Ci ontains no logi variables
at all, and so the set fg was added to m at h(Ci ; Ci ) in step 4 of the initialization.
(fg) ontains every variable instantiation, so ertainly ontains  . Contradi tion.
Suppose ti = l ambda(v; tB ), so tj = l ambda(v; tb ), and we must have lasses
su h that tB 2C CB and tb 2C Cb . Sin e tB = tb and tB has stri tly smaller
term depth than ti (by the normal form property), we must have a substitution
S 2 m at h(CB ; Cb ) su h that  2 (S ). Therefore S must have been added to
m at h(Ci ; Cj ) in the lambda indu tive step. Contradi tion.
Finally suppose ti = a pp(tF ; tA ), so tj = a pp(tf ; ta ), and we must have lasses su h
that tF 2C CF , tA 2C CA , tf 2C Cf and ta 2C Ca . Sin e tF = tf and tF has stri tly
smaller term depth than ti , we must have a substitution S 2 m at h(CF ; Cf ) su h
that  2 (S ). Similarly we must have S 0 2 m at h(CA ; Ca ) su h that  2 (S 0 ). By
Lemma 3.2 we have that (S ) \ (S 0 ) = (S [ S 0 ), so  2 (S [ S 0 ), and hen e S
and S 0 are ompatible. This implies that S [ S 0 was added to m at h(Ci ; Cj ) in the
appli ation indu tive step. Contradi tion.

Proof.
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4 Per olation Algorithm
The Per olation Algorithm performs undire ted rewriting on the ongruen e lasses,
and is an easy appli ation of the Mat hing Algorithm. Here is how it works:
1. Perform the Mat hing Algorithm.
2. For every substitution S in m at h(Ci ; Cj ) and for every element t in Ci , reate
the element t by applying the substitution S to t, and add t to Cj . This step is
illustrated in Figure 1.
3. Perform a lose operation.
0

0

This is one iteration of the per olation algorithm. There is no hope here of always
rea hing a xed-point after many iterations; this would allow us to de ide the word
problem for the equalities in C , whi h is unde idable [3℄. In general our algorithm
is a semi-de ision pro edure for the word problem, and in parti ular ases where a
xed-point is rea hed it is a full de ision pro edure.
Returning to the example used in Se tion 3 to illustrate the mat hing algorithm,
suppose the per olation algorithm had performed step 1 and been returned the m at h
sets we reated in the example. In step 2 it would be able to make exa tly one addition:
adding > to the lass with representative f > >. After the lose operation in step 3,
this is how the lasses look:
f > f >, f X X , f > > g,
? f ?
g,
f
f f
g,
X
f X
g,
fX f fX
g,
f> f f>
g g
In pra ti e we give ea h element a level number, and we de ne the level of a
substitution S in m at h(Ci ; Cj ) to be the maximum level of: the element in Cj that
was mat hed; and the substitutions used to reate S . When we add new elements
to Cj we give them the level of the mat h plus one. Now if we insist that the level
of all elements added is less than some maximum then we an run the per olation
algorithm until a xed-point is rea hed, sin e now it is guaranteed to exist. This
C

i
t

S

PSfrag repla ements
C

S

S

j
0

t

Fig.

1. One Step of the Per olation Algorithm.
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method of allo ating level numbers was hosen so that we an give our rewrite rules
(like X + Y = Y + X ) an initially high level number, whi h will then stop them being
rewritten like everything else!

5 Results
The examples we hose to test the program are listed in Table 1, and the results for
these examples are detailed in Table 2. The Per olation Algorithm is not the most
eÆ ient way to prove the test theorems, and gets bogged down when the maximum
level is set above about 4 (depending on whi h rewriting theorems are used). The
rst example is a triviality that is impossible for standard ongruen e losure [3℄; the
se ond example (from the introdu tion) derives the right inverse law from the group
axioms; the other examples depend on the usual arithmeti rewrites and are designed
to show what happens in su h a ri h theory. We give ea h example in Table 1 a
number whi h is used in Table 2, and also show the minimum level ne essary to prove
the result. The olumns in Table 2 in order are: example number, iteration number,
number of lasses, number of elements, number of mat hes, time to nd the mat hes,
time to add the new elements (assimilation), time to perform ongruen e losure, and
total time spent on the iteration. We measured the number of elements and lasses
before ea h iteration. At the end of all the iterations we write in bold the total time
spent in ea h phase.8 Note that the standard rst order prover in HOL, MESON_TAC,
proves examples 1, 3 and 4 in under 2 se onds, but an't prove the others at all (at
least, not in any reasonable time).
The rst thing that an be noti ed from Table 2 is that the times to perform the
three phases are of the same order: no one phase relatively dominates or vanishes.
The se ond thing is that there is an awfully large number of mat hes for even small
maximum levels, bringing in a orrespondingly large number of new lasses and elements. The ongruen e losure phase an redu e the size of the lass set by a fa tor
of 10 after an assimilation, and if we weren't using ongruen e lasses this redu tion
in spa e would not be possible. However, despite this saving, undire ted rewriting
auses a subterm explosion; all ongruen e lasses an really do is postpone the point
beyond whi h we lose ontrol.

6 Con lusions
We have des ribed the te hni al steps involved in integrating logi variables with
ongruen e lasses, and presented an algorithm to dis over mat hes between lasses.
This problem is analogous to the problem of nding the shortest path between two
points on a weighted graph: in both ases the solution algorithm omputes seemingly
more than is required. Dijkstra's Algorithm [7℄ solves the shortest path problem but
must ompute the shortest path from the sour e point to every other point; and
the mat hing algorithm presented here omputes all mat hes between every pair of
lasses.
This `side-e e t' is exploited in the Per olation Algorithm: nding every mat h
8 All times are in se onds, using version Taupo 2 of

hol98 running on an Intel Pentium III 600MHz. The memory
use for the examples is less than 10Mb, and garbage olle tion a ounts for about 10% of the mat hing time, 5% of
the assimilation time, and 20% of the losing time.
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is exa tly what we want for undire ted rewriting, and ongruen e lasses provide
an eÆ ient storage me hanism. However, the results show that it is not eÆ ient
enough to stem the tide in theories su h as arithmeti with large sets of equalities,
and it annot ompete with a rewriter when there exists a dire ted rewrite set. This
suggests a natural ompromise: for all equalities that make up su h a rewrite set, let
the rewriter work and feed the resulting simpli ations to the ongruen e lasses, we
an then run the Per olation Algorithm on these and the rest of the equalities.
This further integration will form the basis of future work, as well as the original aim
of building a dedu tive proof pro edure on top of the ongruen e lasses. Uni ation
is frequently used in dedu tive proof sear h, and perhaps there exists a uni ation
algorithm on lasses analogous to the mat hing algorithm presented in this paper.
We have brie y investigated this, and the problem seems to be more diÆ ult: at the
separation of variables phase we may have to reate new lasses to a ommodate the
new variables, so even our termination proof fails in the new ontext. There are also
some improvements to be made to the urrent ongruen e lass omponent, in luding
allowing type variables to mat h (whi h will be useful in polymorphi theories), and
allowing higher-order mat hing by in luding onversions on the underlying lambda
al ulus. This ould perhaps work in a similar way to the Per olation Algorithm,
looking for terms of the form a pp(l ambda(v; Ci ); Cj ), and then produ ing a new term
by repla ing all o urren es of v in Ci with Cj .

7 Related Work
M Allester [11℄ has also used ongruen e lasses for storing terms, in order to perform rewriting in non- on uent theories. The appli ation is di erent but the theory
is very similar, sin e it is motivated by the same goal of redu ing the spa e needed to
store terms. One notable di eren e is that M Allester uses ontext-free grammars to
represent the urrent state of the ongruen e lasses, whereas we use an ad-ho representation. However, in higher-order logi this doesn't really matter, be ause there are
only two term onstru tors. Another di eren e is that in our system the equations for
rewriting ome from the ongruen e lasses, whereas in M Allester's setup they are
pres ribed in advan e. This is in keeping with our respe tive appli ations, M Allester
is seeking to improve rewriting performan e, and we want to improve the handling of
equality in dedu tive proof pro edures.
Apart from this, the most frequent use of ongruen e lasses has been in the heart of
the Nelson-Oppen ombination of de ision pro edures [12, 13℄, whi h uses ongruen e
losure to propagate the equalities generated by the omponent de ision pro edures.
Sin e traditional ongruen e losure treats term variables as onstants, most of the
work in equality reasoning has on entrated on rewriting. There is mu h theory on
this (see Baader & Nipkow [3℄ for a omprehensive overview), and many systems
(powerful simpli ers exist in many theorem provers, in luding HOL9 , Isabelle10 and
PVS11 ; and the OBJ family of languages is based on rewriting logi [8℄).
There have been many attempts to integrate equality reasoning with dedu tive
proving, with varying degrees of sophisti ation. The rst-order prover Gandalf [14℄
9 http://www.ftp. l. am.a .uk/ftp/hvg/hol98/
10 http://www. l. am.a .uk/Resear h/HVG/Isabelle/dist/
11 http://www. sl.sri. om/sri- sl-pvs.html
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in ludes paramodulation as a basi proof step, as do many others, while Harrison's
implementation in HOL of Model Elimination [9℄ axiomatizes equality and relies on
dedu tive proof alone. A omparison of the two [10℄ suggests that paramodulation
is more e e tive than pure dedu tion. In this paper we have argued that even more
infrastru ture would improve performan e again.
On the more general note of interleaving equality and dedu tive steps, we observe
that Boyer and Moore [6℄ have argued for (and implemented) a tight integration of
de ision pro edures and provers; Armando and Ranise's re onstru tion [2℄ separated
the sharing of data but preserved the mutual re ursion; and Zammit [15℄ made use
of rewriting interleaved with dedu tive proof steps by generalizing proof rules with
simpli ers.
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A HOL Implementation
A.1 Notation
Terms in HOL are either onstants, variables, fun tion appli ations of terms to terms (a pp(t1 ; t2 )), or
lambda abstra tions (l ambda(v; t)). Thus 5 + 3 is really a pp($+ 5, 3), whi h in turn is a pp(a pp($+,
5), 3). Note that in x operators gain the pre x $ when they are not in their usual in x position.
The HOL onstants T and F represent the logi al true and false. We use HOL variables alled
lv0; lv1; lv2; : : : to denote logi variables.
HOL theorems an be reated only using primitive inferen es, and are printed in the form
[..℄ |- f lv3 = lv3. The |- represents the logi al ` to mean synta ti derivability of the onlusion on the right from the assumptions on the left. [..℄ represents two assumptions, whi h by
default HOL does not show expli itly.
There is a xed set of HOL primitive inferen es, and some that are relevant to this paper are:
ASSUME, REFL, SYM, TRANS, and MK_COMB.
 ASSUME takes a term t and returns the theorem t ` t.
 REFL takes a term t and returns the theorem ` t = t.
 SYM takes a theorem of the form ` t1 = t2 and returns the theorem ` t2 = t1 .
 TRANS takes two theorems of the form ` t1 = t2 and  ` t2 = t3 , and returns the theorem
[  ` t 1 = t3 .
 MK_COMB takes two theorems of the form ` f1 = f2 and  ` a1 = a2 , and returns the theorem
[  ` a pp(f1 ; a1 ) = a pp(f2 ; a2 ).

A.2 Congruen e Classes
To implement ongruen e lasses in HOL we de ne the following ML datatypes:
datatype elt = Elt of term * thm;
datatype lass = Class of term * elt list;

Note rstly that type1 * type2 is the way ML represents a artesian produ t type. The term in
the lass type is the lass representative; within elt the term is the lass element and the thm is the
equality theorem `the element is equal to the lass representative'. The reason we in lude the term
separately when it is always the left hand side of the theorem is to speed up a ess.
To give a feeling for the set-up, we give a simple example. Here is the initial lass set to whi h we
will be adding terms:
- lasses_null;
> val it =
[Class(T, [Elt(T,
Class(F, [Elt(F,
: lass list

[℄ |- T = T)℄),
[℄ |- F = F)℄)℄

Now we are going to add a fa t to the lass set using introdu e_fa t, a fun tion whi h adds the
on lusion of the theorem to the lass set (involving a onversion to normal form), then performs a
lose with the information that the fa t should be in the true lass.
- val s = introdu e_fa t (ASSUME `f (f (f lv3)) = (lv3:'a)`) lasses_null;
> val s =
[Class(lv3, [Elt(lv3, |- lv3 = lv3),
Elt(f (f (f lv3)), [.℄ |- f (f (f lv3)) = lv3)℄),

A.
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Class(f lv3, [Elt(f lv3, |- f lv3 = f
Class(f (f lv3), [Elt(f (f lv3), |- f
Class(f, [Elt(f, |- f = f)℄),
Class($=, [Elt($=, |- $= = $=)℄),
Class(T, [Elt(lv3 = lv3, [.℄ |- (lv3
Elt(T, |- T = T)℄),
Class($= lv3, [Elt($= lv3, [.℄ |- $=
Class(F, [Elt(F, |- F = F)℄)℄
: lass list

lv3)℄),
(f lv3) = f (f lv3))℄),

= lv3) = T),
lv3 = $= lv3)℄),

Note that we have pre isely one logi variable (lv3); the others are normal variables. We now add
another fa t whi h produ es the following ollapse:
- val s' = introdu e_fa t (ASSUME `f (f (f (f (f lv3)))) = (lv3:'a)`)
> val s' =
[Class(lv3, [Elt(lv3, |- lv3 = lv3),
Elt(f lv3, [..℄ |- f lv3 = lv3)℄),
Class(T, [Elt(lv3 = lv3, [.℄ |- (lv3 = lv3) = T),
Elt(T, |- T = T)℄),
Class($=, [Elt($=, |- $= = $=)℄),
Class(f, [Elt(f, |- f = f)℄),
Class($= lv3, [Elt($= lv3, [.℄ |- $= lv3 = $= lv3)℄),
Class(F, [Elt(F, |- F = F)℄)℄
: lass list

s;

Finally we add a new term to the lass set:
add_term `f (f (f (f (lv3:'a))))` s';
> val it =
( [..℄ |- f (f (f (f lv3))) = lv3,
[Class(lv3,
...same lasses as last time...
Class(F, [Elt(F, |- F = F)℄)℄)
: Thm.thm * lass list

Noti e the theorem that we get ba k in addition to the new lass set, whi h tells us the normal
form.

A.3 Mat hing Algorithm
In our implementation, we ombine all the m at h(Ci ; Cj ) sets for ea h lass Cj , and de ne a mat
datatype to store the substitutions:

h

datatype mat h = Mat h of (term * (int * term) list) * (thm * thm);

The rst term is r epi , and the (int * term) list represents a substitution (logi variables are
numbered, and the term is the lass representative). Finally the rst theorem is of the form t = r epi
and the se ond is t0 = r epj , where if we apply the substitution to t we will get t0 . We need this to
prove to HOL that the substitution is really valid.
Initializing the m at h sets is easily implemented, and we will brie y omment on the method
for the appli ation indu tive step, as illustrated in Figure 2. We assume there are ompatible
substitutions S taking F to f and S 0 taking A to a. We have the term a pp([F ℄; [A℄)12 in lass Ci
and term a pp([f ℄; [a℄) in lass Cj , and want to onstru t the appli ation mat h. The two theorems
we need are of the form t = [a pp([F ℄; [A℄)℄ and t0 = [a pp([f ℄; [a℄)℄, for any t and t0 su h that the
substitution S [ S 0 takes t to t0 . If we hoose t = a pp(F; A) and t0 = a pp(f; a), then the required
two theorems an be reated like this:
Et
= TRANS (MK_COMB (EF ; EA )) Ei
0 = TRANS (MK_COMB (Ef ; Ea)) Ej
Et
Note that we are using HOL theorems at every stage, whi h may result in a bottlene k in the
logi al kernel. Boulton [4℄ provides a lazy-theorem approa h to avoid su h problems if they arise.

Re eived 8 June 2000. Revised 9 August 2000
12 Re all that [ ℄ is the notation for the lass representative of the term .
X
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a pp([F ℄; [A℄)
E
F

F

[F ℄

S

S [S

S

E
f

f

E

[A℄

[f ℄

0

S

[a℄

A

X
X

E
S
S

S

Y

X

mat hes to

Y

A term equal to

Level

3
4
5
6

1
2
2
3

1
2

Table

1
2

X

[a pp([f ℄; [a℄)℄

= [X ℄

using substitution
X

0

a

j

is the equality theorem:

Example

S [S

E

E

Fig.

a

0

E

[X ℄

Y

A

0

a pp([f ℄; [a℄)
X

[a pp([F ℄; [A℄)℄

S

mat hes to a term equal to

Y

(using substitution

S)

2. Mat hing through an appli ation.

Theorem

(8 x: f (f (x)) = g (x)) ) (f (g (a)) = g (f (a)))
(8 x y z: ((x  y )  z = x  (y  z )) ^ (e  x = x)
^ (i(x)  x = e)) ) (x  i(x) = e)
ab = ba
ab d = d ba
ab de = ed ba
(a + 1)(a + 1) = aa + a + a + 1

1. Examples Chosen to Test the Per olation Algorithm.

Variables
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Ex It #C #E #M Mat h Assim. Close
1

1
2

17
15

21
22

26
24

2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

28
28
67
85
76
77
80

36
40
101
134
122
129
145

46
126
754
857
994
951
857

3

1
2

51
59

70
98

109
118

4

1
2
3

56
76
189

75
129
401

143
1047
1168

5

1
2
3

61
89
188

80
154
477

177
1413
1562

6

1
2
3
4
5

53
69
83
96
200

72
114
179
228
406

131
770
3507
2609
2501

Table

0.003
0.004

0.005
0.005

0.007
-

Total
0.015
0.009

0.007

0.010

0.007

7.372

6.012

0.437 13.821

0.062

0.108

0.075

0.245

1.358

2.600

2.741

6.699

1.784

4.155

6.450 12.389

0.008
0.040
0.738
1.308
1.962
1.738
1.578
0.027
0.035
0.033
0.499
0.826
0.045
0.665
1.074
0.033
0.399
5.929
5.617
5.403

0.011
0.125
1.034
1.283
1.138
1.242
1.179
0.054
0.054
0.083
1.348
1.169
0.126
2.053
1.976
0.092
1.034
8.950
4.995
6.837

0.012
0.069
0.121
0.079
0.088
0.068
-

0.075
0.108
2.633
0.161
6.289
-

0.076
0.957
10.914
0.607
-

0.024
0.031
0.234
1.893
2.670
3.188
3.048
2.757
0.156
0.089
0.224
4.480
1.995
0.332
9.007
3.050

0.201
2.390
25.793
11.219
12.240

17.381 21.908 12.554 51.843

2. Detailed Pro les of the Per olation Algorithm on the Examples.

